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Abstract: Reporting duplicated bugs in bug reports have serious productivity consequences on software projects. The fewer reporting of
duplicated bugs, the better software maturity processes are set between the internal software stakeholders. Automated identification of
the duplicated category through bug reports could enhance risk identification approaches during the software life cycle. In this paper, we
propose two different similarity measures to identify duplicated bugs using the word-embedding (Word2Vec) natural language processing
technique through Tensorflow tool. We conduct a comparison experiment on two related bug records descriptions from eight different
software components from the Mozilla Core dataset. We choose different sentence types through the duplicated bug category records
to compare and discuss each component’s accuracy results and identify whether the proposed module will be able to detect the related
records. Using an earlier work, this paper calculates software risk values from duplication records and from bug-fix time prediction for the
components that have not been identified as duplicated by the Word2Vec approach. The study results show maximum precision accuracy
of 99.89% for the components that have been identified correctly as duplicated by the used approach. Additionally, we found that
66% of the software components that were excluded from the bug duplication proposed module showed an increase in software risk values.

Keywords: Bug reports, duplicated bugs, bug-fix time, software risk estimation, bug-fix time prediction, software risk management,
word embedding, natural language processing, machine learning

1. Introduction
Early identification approaches of software risk can help

in producing reliable software [1]. The identification allows
developers to plan ahead and reduce bugs and errors in
software projects by pre-detecting failures [2] that could
threaten the software assets. Quantitative risk identification
from the different bug reports attributes enables internal
software stakeholders to manage project resources in ad-
vance before and after the software deployment and thus
providing the highest levels of quality and assurance [3],
[4] for the end-user.

Duplicated bug reporting records are also a software
management issue that is common in many projects during
the software life cycle. Despite its different causes, it
provides discomfort and disturbance to the internal soft-
ware stakeholders interested to resolve these issues [5] and
looking to work on the software pending tasks.

No matter how advanced the tools used to manage
bug-reporting [6], [7] processes, the duplication issue in
a software project will still emerge. The reason is that is
because bug reporting requires human input intervention
and requires validation of existing bug records, which is
difficult to track as the project continues to expand to fulfill

the ongoing requirements. Another reason is that reported
bug description is a natural language text that is written
differently between each developer or quality tester even if
the text represents the same bug meaning, the possibility
of misunderstanding and poor interpretation might bring
confusion and provides inefficient resolving operations.

The software maturity level could increase by providing
an automated approach to discover duplicated bugs through
the different bug report records. The word embedding
(Word2Vec) approach can be used to analyze text similarity
and helps to find the closest word-to-word among the
description of the reported bug by excluding the similar
words that are either same or marked as closely similar
by the used approach. This can assist in reducing the
appearance of duplicated bugs through bug reports and
helps in better software project management.

Estimation of software risk levels is achievable through
in-depth analysis of bug reports. By analyzing specific
attributes such as the number of duplicated unfixed records,
fix priority levels, and extraction of bug-fix time prediction
from related previous fixed bugs. Those attributes can be
used to provide insights to shift the focus of internal
stakeholders to what needs to be addressed and resolved
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first through providing urgency levels estimation values of
software risk through the different software components.

In this paper, we propose two text similarity measures
using natural language processing through a Word2Vec ap-
proach among a list of chosen bugs description records for
the aim to detect two related bugs records within and find
word similarities through these selected sentences. We take
different records with different common and uncommon
actual valid words similarity samples to test the approach
accuracy and check if the approach will be able to detect
related duplicated bug records. We calculate the software
risk values of the selected components and compare them
with the software risk values after gathering the word
similarity results. The purpose is to compare and analyze a
Word2Vec approach similarity measure effect on the overall
software risk levels. The experiment is performed on a
Mozilla Core project bug report from Firefox online public
repositories.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides related work. Section 3 describes the method-
ology. Sections 4, 5 presents the experimental results and
discussion. Finally, Sections 6, 7 represents the limitations
of the used approach and the conclusion.

2. RelatedWork
Previously reported existing bugs that are reported again

by the internal software stakeholders can result in negative
productivity to the software development project. The study
by Cavalcanti, Y. C. et al. [8] discussed the negative
impact of the duplication issue by studying nine differ-
ent software projects. The study pointed different metrics
that cause high bugs duplication similarities such as bug
reports frequency, duplication similarity ratio, and dupli-
cation percentage. Another study by Bettenburg, N. et al.
[9], explained that reporting duplicated bugs could occur
because of incompetence users, technological unawareness
of reporting platforms, errors, and accidental resubmission.
The same study discussed that most developers will not
spend much of their working time searching hard-to-find
duplicated bugs in these bug reports. The study also stressed
that high percentages of reported bugs are exact copies of
each other and are wrongly identified as from the same
duplicated bugs category.

Several studies to detect duplicated bugs records through
bug reports have been conducted. The study by Lazar, A.
et al. [10] used binary classification approaches to identify
duplicate bug records using textual similarity. The study
used different metrics such as precision-recall, and the area
under the curve to calculate the results accuracies. The
study by Tian, Y. et al. [11], extended the work by Jalbert,
N., and Weimer, W. [12] and introduced new similarity
detection measures to improve the accuracy of duplication
identification by 160% where it was conducted on Mozilla
open-source bug reports dataset.

Further NLP studies on bug reports have been used to

detect and reduce redundant duplicated bugs records. The
study by Wang, X. [13] et al. detected up to 93% of the
duplicated bug category from a selected Firefox bug reposi-
tory by using both Natural-Language-based and Execution-
information-based similarities approaches. A different study
by Runeson, P. et al. [14] reached up to 66% of accuracy
for detecting duplicated bug records by using a specific
NLP prototype. The same study used different detection
techniques such as Stemming, Stop Words Removal, Tok-
enization, and Vector Space model.

The word-by-word bug duplicates detecting through
machine learning has been used in different researches.
The study by Guthrie, D. et al. [15] worked on predicting
and finding the closest related words for a given set of
words using skip-grams. A different approach by Homma,
Y. et al. [16] used Siamese networks with the use of deep
learning to identify similar equivalent questions within the
same language context. The study by Ma, L. and Zhang, Y.
[17] evaluated word similarities using Word2Vec on corpus
text. Another Word2Vec study by Jatnika, D. et al. [18]
reached a result of 66% similarity accuracy by examining
a different set of English words and finding its similarity
rates equivalently. Further Word2Vec studied has been also
used on different detection bug duplication studies by Lin,
M. J. et al. [19], Deshmukh, J. et al. [20], Xie, Q. et al.
[21], Kang, L. [22], Kukkar, A. et al. [23], and He, J. et al.
[24].

Risk management has an important role in the software
development cycle. Byron, J. et al. [25] emphasized the
high need for early categorizing of software risk in soft-
ware projects development phases. The study expressed the
importance of categorization the risk to start the goal of
risk prioritization. Different attributes need to be studied
such as risk complexity, the project life cycle schedule,
and the overall project size. Kaur, G., and Bahl [26] stated
the difficulty of achieving higher software reliability and
expressed that it can be improved by using better risk
management processes, better configuration management,
and development processes.

The appearance of duplicate bug reports causes negative
incompetence [8], [9] to the software project’s overall
productivity. The detection of duplicate bugs using textual
similarity [10], [11], [12], through NLP [13], [14], or
through Word2Vec [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23],
[24] can be used as an automated method to enhance the
early software risk for risk categorization and prioritization
[25] and to increase the overall software reliability [26]. It
is important to look for a correlation between software risk
and duplicated bugs through the overall software project
development to enhance its security and productivity. In
addition, by providing new textual similarity measures,
such a study could provide more aspects for researchers to
identify duplicated bugs records within Word2Vec numeric
close-indexed distance range results which were not the
main focus in the related work. This study will focus on
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using Tensorflow with Word2Vec word-to-vector closest
technique to find sentence similarities of related duplicates
bug reports by using Squared Euclidean distance. We pro-
pose two closest word-to-word similarity measures with the
use of a neural network. Then, we calculate the software
risk values before and after applying the similarity measures
on the selected bug records to compare the approach’s effect
on the software risk values.

3. Methodology
In the following subsections, we discuss the bug re-

ports dataset structure; then, we demonstrate the software
risk retrieval approach used. Furthermore, the purposed
Word2Vec similarity measures approaches are discussed,
followed by an evaluation criteria explanation to evaluate
whether the proposed module explained could determine
whether the selected bug description text has any relation
with the same duplicated bug record. Finally, we discuss
the experimental results values and a comparison of risk
values is illustrated among the excluded records from the
bug duplication proposed module.

This research uses Mozilla Core [27] Firefox public
open-source bug reports. Table I lists the dataset attributes
definitions including their data types are also shown. The
attribute Days to fix the bug is calculated from the dif-
ference between the attributes Resolved time and Cre-
ated time respectively. This attribute then is converted into
days’ time format and which represents the input point for
the proposed bug-fix prediction process that the risk module
will use.

A non-linear regression prediction algorithm work [28]
is implemented and only experimented on the fixed bugs
records, where only Fixed category values from the Res-
olution attribute are considered. Table II shows the bug
records total number, the Fixed bug records resolution type
total number, the Duplicate resolution type total number,
the bug fixing time average, and the date duration period
for the used dataset.

We conduct the experiment on eight software compo-
nents from the Mozilla Core bug report dataset. Table III
shows the total number of bugs records, the number of
duplicated bugs categorized by their date period.

A. Bug Reports Software Risk Estimation
We use an approach [29] to estimate Software risk

values taken from predictions of bug-fix time and from
unfixed bug duplicates records from the same bug report
dataset.

Fig. 1 shows the overall used risk decision model.
The used approach takes one input, which is the bug
component name from the dataset. The bug records are
then filtered to show only the entered component name
records. To predict the upcoming bug bug-fix time, the
bug-fix time prediction module is used on the filtered

TABLE I. The Used Dataset Structure.

Attributes Definition Type

Issue id Bug record unique ID used. Positive Integer

Priority The Bug priority number as-
signed to the bug record.

String

Component Software component name that
belong to the bug.

String

Duplicated issue Contain duplicated bug ID to
identify if the same issue re-
ported before.

Positive Integer

Title Title of the bug description. String

Description Detailed description for the
bug.

String

Status Assigned by the software
project manager as: Verified,
Resolved, or Closed bug.

String

Resolution Specify whether the bug is
(Fixed/ Invalid/will not be
fixed/ already working or du-
plicated).

String

Version The software version or branch
repository the bug is located in.

String

Created time Date/time of the bug reported. Date/Time

Resolved time Bug resolving Date and time. Date/Time

Days to fix the bug Difference between the
attributes Resolved time and
Created time calculated in
days format.

Float

TABLE II. The Number of Bugs Records Selected and their Period
From The Dataset.

Dataset
name

Total
num-
ber
of bug
records

Number
of the
Fixed
bug
sam-
ples

Number
of the
dupli-
cated
bug
sam-
ples

Average
bug
fixing
time
(days)

Duration of
Bug Reporting
Period

Mozilla
Core

205069 101500 44692 419.59 December
1995 –
December
2013

data. Then, the risk analyzer component takes the bug-
fix time value prediction to process and calculate the risk
estimation value. Furthermore, within the same filtered
software component, the related count number of duplicated
bugs is considered and also passed into the risk analyzer
component module from the proposed approach. The reason
to consider duplicated bugs is because of the probability of
the same bug multi-occurrences among other bug records
within the filtered software component and which could
indicate an unmitigated risk level that the model must take
into consideration. Finally, the predicted bug-fix time and
the duplicates count will be passed to the risk analyzer
module to calculate the overall final risk value.

This study uses non-linear regression with a neural
network to predict the future bug-fix time value [28]. The
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TABLE III. Software Components Duplicated Bugs Count Catego-
rized by their Duration.

Software component
name

Bug records
sample count

Duplicated bug
samples count

Timeline period

JavaScript Engine 22073 3118 December 1997 –
December 2013

Graphics 5867 945 December 1995 –
December 2009

Build Config 4260 409 July 2000 - Decem-
ber 2013

Event Handling 2768 932 October 1997 –
August 2013

DOM 7315 885 August 1998 – De-
cember 2013

Widget 488 44 March 2002 – De-
cember 2013

Layout 16402 4621 April 1993 – De-
cember 2009

XUL 9022 2409 April 1994 – De-
cember 2009

Figure 1. The Proposed Risk Estimation Process Model

formula will take into consideration the previous bug-fix
time values to calculate the expected upcoming bug-fix
time. Formula 1 shows the bug-fix time risk mathematical
representation used.

RB =
L
a
∗ 100 (1)

In Formula 1, RB is the risk percentage of the bug-fix
time prediction. This value is calculated from the actual
Fixed samples of the selected and filtered software compo-
nent. We take the last predicted bug-fix time sample value
which represents (L) and divides it over the average of the
actual Fixed samples which represent (a).

The risk values from the duplicated bug category are
calculated only from the duplicates bugs with WONTFIX
resolution type. The reason is this category could contain a
residual level of risk since these types of bugs records will
not be fixed in the current project tasks pipeline. Formula
2 shows the duplicated bug records risk formula.

RD =
DW
T
∗ 100 (2)

In Formula 2, RD represents the duplication bugs’ final
risk percentage. To calculate this values, DW is used for rep-
resenting the duplicated bugs samples with the WONTFIX
resolution type. The calculation will take into consideration
the count of the related WONTFIX records for each of
the other duplicated bug samples; T represents the total
count of the duplicated bugs within the same software
component even if there was no relationship with the
WONTFIX resolution type bugs records.

The final values of risk will be calculated by converting
values of (RB, RD) into a percentage of maximum 50% rate
and adding them together. Formula 3 shows (TR) which is
the total final risk value reaching up to 100% rate level.

TR = RB + RD (3)

B. Word2Vec Duplicates Bug Determination Approach
Fig. 2 shows the process to determine whether two

selected duplicated bug records from the bug report are
related to each other. The proposed approach takes the bug
file reports with records that include bugs description text.
The words separator module then will separate each word
and will be grouped into an array of array data type. The re-
dundant words will be removed from this array to make sure
only unique words are processed for the purpose of a more
efficient machine-learning process. The predefined window
size variable will restrict the combination of words in the
array that the learning process will traverse through. Every
two words pair from the combination array will be passed
to the training module and a result of float vector value
will be obtained for each of the given unique words. These
vector values results will be handled to the duplication
analyzer module along with the selected bug description
to be compared with each other. The duplication analyzer
output results are a boolean value that will determine if each
pair of selected bugs descriptions are duplicated and related
to each other or not. The following text is an example for
demonstration of two bugs description text to be compared
and to determine if there is any duplication relationship
between them.

Bug 1: “First bug description is listed here”.
Bug 2: “The second issue description”.

The process will filter only understandable English valid
words for the purpose of valid words training by the
proposed module. Other invalid words such as alphanumeric
strings or stop words (period, comma, and semicolons)
will be omitted including any redundant words that are
repeated or words with (pronouns, propositions) because of
its insignificant to the duplication text identification module.
The identification of those pronouns and propositions will
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Figure 2. Bug Duplication Distinguish process.

be done through examining each word with a fixed common
and known words list and omitting the word when there
is a match. The word separator module will combine and
separate the description text of these bugs into an array
of words. Fig. 3 shows the words separated into one array
variable.

Fig. 4 shows the combination of the pair words within a
predefined variable WINDOW SIZE=2 which gives a total
of 28 word combination. Increasing the value of the WIN-
DOW SIZE variable will lead to more words combination
in the array. The more this value is increased the more words
combination in the array will be covered to be trained by
the training module.

A binary vector will be converted for each pair of words
in the array that list every two words together. As an
example, [’first’, ’bug’] pair in the first array where the
word ’first’ will be converted to [0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.]
and will be added to X array. Similarly, the word ’bug’ will
be converted to [0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.] and will be added
to Y array. Thus, X will have the first-word index for each
word pair in the array, and Y will have the second-word
index for each word pair in the array. Fig. 5 shows both
of the final arrays of (X and Y) to be given to the same
mentioned words.

[’first ’, ’bug’, ’description’, ’is’,
’listed’, ’here’, ’the’, ’second’, ’issue’,
’description’]

Figure 3. Bug Description sentences words separation array.

[[’first’, ’bug’],[’first’, ’description’],
[’bug’, ’first’], [’bug’, ’description’],
[’bug’, ’is’], [’description’, ’first’],
[’description’, ’bug’], [’description’,
’is’], [’description’, ’listed’], [’is’,
’bug’], [’is’, ’description’], [’is’,
’listed’], [’is’, ’here’], [’listed’,
’description’], [’listed’, ’is’], [’listed’,
’here’], [’here’, ’is’], [’here’, ’listed’],
[’the’, ’second’], [’the’, ’issue’],
[’second’, ’the’], [’second’, ’issue’],
[’second’, ’description’], [’issue’,
’the’], [’issue’, ’second’], [’issue’,
’description’], [’description’, ’second’],
[’description’, ’issue’]]

Figure 4. The words combination for the mentioned sentences when
variable WINDOWS IZE = 2.

Figure 5. The X and Y Binary Vector for each pair of the Array
words.

Fig. 6 shows the Word2Vec neural network-training
module conducted on this experiment. The neural network
consists of 3 layers: one input, one hidden, and one output
layer. Different weights (Weight 1, Weight 2) and different
biases (Bias 1, Bias 2) are used for the input and hidden
layers. By using Gradient descent optimization [30], error
propagations are adjusted across the layers of the training
module.

The prediction process happens at the hidden layer
through the use of the Softmax function. The Softmax [31]
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Figure 6. one input, one hidden, and one output layers of the Training
Neural Network module.

function is used on non-normalized data output from the
first input layer to provide a probability distribution for
better prediction estimation. Formula 4 shows the Softmax
function representation where σ : Rn → Rn and i, j =
1, ...., n with z = (z1, ..., zn) ∈ Rn .

σ(z)i =
ezi

n∑
j=1

ez j

(4)

For each given unique word there will be an output of
vector value from the training module. Fig. 7 shows the
output vector numeric values for the same bug description
example discussed earlier at the beginning of the second
subsection of this section. For each given word in the input
sentence, the float numeric output values are ranging from
-0.99 to 0.99 as an output result from the training process.

[(’issue’, 0.21356754), (’listed’,
-0.1225790), (’description’, 0.43123457),
(’first’, -0.53720089), (’the’, 0.7168123),
(’bug’, 0.885157), (’here’, -0.1765210),
(’second’, -0.9964821), (’is’, -0.3213419)]

Figure 7. Sample of the example for the array words final vector
numeric output values results.

C. Duplication Analyzer and Similarity Measures
From the Word2Vec approach results, Squared Eu-

clidean distance [32] is used on the trained vector result
output to find the closest word from two given sentences set
for comparisons. The following formula shows p, q which
are two points to calculate the Euclidean distance between
them in the n Euclidean space.

√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pn) (5)

To determine if a duplication relation between two
different given bug description texts, this paper uses two
similarity measures for the comparison purpose. From the
discussed Fig. 2, once each valid word in every sentence
has a numeric vector result then the duplication analyzer
module takes each two bugs description text and analyzes
them word-by-word to determine if any duplication simi-
larity exists. By following the same example discussed in
subsection 2 of this section, each valid word in Bug #1
text will be compared with each valid word of Bug #2.
Both similarity measures will iterate for every word in two
different given bug descriptions. The following points will
explain the two similarity measures in detail:

1) First Similarity Measure: This method will iterate
between two given bug sentences and will find
the closest valid word available through the
float vector output results value using Squared
Euclidean distance. The method will use a variable
counter to identify how many words have been
identified as similar to each other by the duplication
analyzer module. Fig. 8 shows the first duplication
similarity measure processes used in detail.

2) Second Similarity Measure: The same iteration ap-
proach method will be used in the first method
discussed, however, it will look for the closest float
value within a specific range (n) in the numeric float
vector array output result. The variable counter is
used to count the similar words if the word in two
different given sentences has been found or identified
as closely similar within the given range. Fig. 9
shows the second duplication similarity measure
processes used in detail.

To determine if two different given words from two
different bug description sentences are identified as the same
or closely similar by the duplication analyzer module, we
use formula 6 for this purpose. p represents the similarity
percentage calculated for the word similarity determination
approach. c represents the counter discussed earlier, w
represents the total number of words given from the second
sentence to compare with the initial first bug sentence.
This paper uses 50% threshold value to determine the
bug duplication similarity determination between the bug
description words. The bug will be identified as the same as
the other compared bug when the value of p is more than or
equal to the same threshold. The same threshold is extracted
from a similar study on Mozilla dataset duplication category
similarity identification measure [33].

p =
c
w
× 100 (6)
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Figure 8. First Similarity bug duplication identification measure
processes.

Figure 9. Second Similarity bug duplication identification measure
processes.

D. Evaluation Criteria Accuracy
In order to calculate the approach accuracy towards the

identification of bug duplication similarity, the percentage
for True-Positive and False-Positive must be calculated.
True-Positive are the values in which represent the actual
sentences that are originally considered duplicated bugs
and the duplication analyzer module successfully identifies
these sentences as a true duplication bug. The False-Positive
are the values that represent that the duplication analyzer
module falsely identified a non-actual bug description as a
true duplicate even though both sentences were not from
the same category. Since the precision accuracy values
are focused on the positive instances that were classified
correctly, Formula 7 shows the precision formula from
both values of True-Positive (TP) and False-Positive (FP)
percentages that were used in this experiment to evaluate
the duplication module accuracy.

Precision =
T P

(T P + FP)
(7)

To evaluate the bug-fix time prediction results to assess
the risk estimation approach accuracy, we have used four
regression metrics on the bug-fix time predicted samples,
which are: mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared
error (MSE), R2 (R squared), and median absolute error
(MedAE). Considering E is the bug-fix time retrieved from
the bug-fix time dataset selected samples, É is the bug-fix
time predicted sample, Ê is the mean of E, and n is the total
number of the bug records samples. Formulas 8, 9, 10, and
11 show the regression metrics error rate between the actual
bug-fix time and the results of the predicted samples results.

MAE =
∑n

i=1 |Ei − Ei
′|

n
(8)

MS E =
∑n

i=1 (Ei − Ei
′)2

n
(9)

R2 = 1 −
∑n

i=1 (Ei − Ei
′)2∑n

i=1 (Ei − Êi)
2 (10)

MedAE(E, E′) = median(|E1 − E1
′|, ...|En − En

′|) (11)

4. Experimental Results
The experiment is conducted using Tensorflow [34]

version 1.9.0 and using Word2Vec word embedding libraries
[35], which is a Tensorflow natural language processing
module. The machine specification used in this experiment
is a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 machine
with 1536MB GPU.

Table IV shows the result of the experiment. The experi-
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TABLE IV. Result of The Eight Selected Software Components for Bug Duplication Identification Experiment.

Software
component name

JavaScript Engine Graphics Build Config Event Handling DOM Widget Layout XUL

Number of actual
similar words from
both of text

14 1 15 0 0 0 0 3

Related bug record
valid words Num-
ber

10 5 9 3 5 3 8 10

Related bug sim-
ilar words num-
ber in the other
record using simi-
larity measure #1

10 0 4 0 1 4 0 2

Related bug sim-
ilar words num-
ber in the other
record using simi-
larity measure #2

10 0 4 0 1 5 0 2

Related bug sim-
ilar words num-
ber in the other
record using simi-
larity measure #3

10 0 4 0 1 7 0 2

Similar words Per-
centage using Sim-
ilarity measure #1

100% 0% 44.4% 0% 20% 133.3% 0% 20%

Similar words Per-
centage using Sim-
ilarity measure #2

100% 0% 44.4% 0% 20% 166.6% %0 20%

Similar words Per-
centage using Sim-
ilarity measure #3

100% 0% 44.4% 0% 20% 233.3% 0% 20%

TP

Method 1 TP: 100%
Method 2 TP: 100%
Method 3 TP: 100%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

Method 1 TP: 100%
Method 2 TP: 100%
Method 3 TP: 100%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

Method 1 TP: 0%
Method 2 TP: 0%
Method 3 TP: 0%

FP

Method 1 FP: 1.79%
Method 2 FP: 2.82%
Method 3 FP: 3.08%

Method 1 FP: 0.74%
Method 2 FP: 0.848%
Method 3 FP: 0.848%

Method 1 FP: 2.21%
Method 2 FP: 2.45%
Method 3 FP: 3.43%

Method 1 FP: 0.43%
Method 2 FP: 1.39%
Method 3 FP: 1.39%

Method 1 FP: 6.10%
Method 2 FP: 7.12%
Method 3 FP: 7.46%

Method 1 FP: 0.10%
Method 2 FP: 0.95%
Method 3 FP: 0.95%

Method 1 FP:0.51%
Method 2 FP: 0.75%
Method 3 FP: 0.75%

Method 1 FP: 0.04%
Method 2 FP: 0.08%
Method 3 FP: 0.12%

Precision from
Similarity measure
#1

98.23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 99.89% 0% 0%

Precision from
Similarity measure
#2

97.25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 99.05% 0% 0%

Precision from
Similarity measure
#3

97.011% 0% 0% 0% 0% 99.05% 0% 0%

ment is applied on the two similarity approaches mentioned
earlier. We have chosen 3 similarity measures where the first
similarity measure follows the Squared Euclidean distance
to find the closest valid word available through the float
vector output results value. The other two remainings are
based on the second similarity measure mentioned earlier
and from the final vector results by finding the closest words
within 2 and 3 range limits respectively. From the different
software components, we take different bug description
sample text to provide multiple comparisons analysis. For
example, we have taken 14 similar word bugs descriptions
between the pair of the text with the existence of 10 valid
words identified for the first component JavaScript Engine.
For the other components, we take the text with similar
words range from 0 to 15 and with valid words from 3
to 10 words. For each selected component, we take one
fixed bug records sample with other duplicated records that
contain one sample that has a relation with the fixed record
using bug ID mapping mentioned in the same bug report.
As shown in Table IV, the precision for the experiment
results ranged from 0 to 99.89% for all the selected software
components and all the chosen similarity measures. The

Widget software component shows the highest similarity
percentage with 133.3% for the first measure, 166.6% for
the second measure, and 233.3% for the third measure.
Graphics, Event Handling, and Layout show the similarity
percentage with the lowest for all of the similarity measures
with 0%.

Table V shows the count of all the duplicated bug
records used on the experiment categorized by their similar-
ity percentage, similarity type, and categorized by their soft-
ware components. Table VI and VII shows the actual risk
values of the used software components on the experiment.
These two tables also shows the software component risk
values after conducting the bug duplication identification
experiment and after excluding the excluded related bug
record by the used approach. This table only uses the
software component that marked by the proposed module
as not related with true-positive and equal to 0% since the
risk values of the 100% true-positive will be the same as the
actual risk values. Some of the excluded bug records are not
read by the module because of the same hardware limitation
discussed on the used bug-fix time prediction study [28] and
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TABLE V. Count of Bug Duplicated Records Similarity Percentage for the Three Similarity Measures From the Proposed Model.

Count of similarity percentage
>=0% and <25%

Count of similarity percentage
>=25% and <50%

Count of similarity percentage
>=50% and <75%

Count of similarity percentage
>=75% and <100%

Count of similarity percentage
>=100%

Software component name SM1 SM2 SM3 SM1 SM2 SM3 SM1 SM2 SM3 SM1 SM2 SM3 SM1 SM2 SM3
JavaScript Engine 2935 2843 2820 126 186 201 44 76 81 0 0 0 13 13 16
Graphics 923 926 923 15 11 14 7 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 0
Build Config 365 358 339 35 41 56 9 10 13 0 0 0 0 0 1
Event Handling 881 844 828 46 74 90 4 12 10 0 1 3 0 0 0
DOM 786 751 728 45 71 91 13 18 21 0 0 0 41 45 45
Widget 41 34 31 1 0 3 1 5 3 0 2 1 1 3 6
Layout 4484 4445 4438 113 141 148 22 33 33 0 0 0 2 2 2
XUL 2384 2357 2349 24 50 57 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE VI. Risk Results For Software Components: Graphics, Build Config, and Event Handling That was marked as Excluded From The Bug
Duplication Proposed Model.

Priority types Graphics
(Actual)

Graphics
(After Excluding the related bug record)

Build Config
(Actual)

Build Config
(After Excluding the related bug record)

Event Handling
(Actual)

Event Handling
(After Excluding the related bug record)

No. of Fixed samples and acceptable by the machine 13373 3373 2056 2056 943 943
Duplicates categorized to WONTFIX records number 208 208 128 128 287 287
WONTFIX records number 363 363 162 162 861 861
Number of Duplicates samples 945 944 409 408 932 931
Last sample predicted of bug-fix time value (days) 0.0296475 0.05211727 0.01509095 0.03829417 0.04175371 0.03113707
Bug-fix time average value (days) 0.08338276 0.08338276 0.08341444 0.08341444 0.08351026 0.08351026
RD 60.42% 60.48% 70.90% 71.07% 123.17% 123.30%
RB 35.55% 162.50% 18.09% 45.90% 49.99% 37.28%
TR 47.98% 61.49% 44.49% 58.49% 86.58% 80.29%

Evaluation criteria accuracy (Bug fix time prediction)

MAE: 0.0605
MSE: 0.0050
R2: 0.1000
MedAE: 0.055

MAE: 0.0608
MSE: 0.0051
R2: 0.0861
MedAE: 0.0527

MAE: 0.0625
MSE: 0.0054
R2: 0.0338
MedAE:0.0609

MAE: 0.0622
MSE: 0.0053
R2: 0.0481
MedAE: 0.0596

MAE: 0.0616
MSE: 0.0052
R2: 0.0685
MedAE: 0.0566

MAE: 0.0616
MSE: 0.0052
R2: 0.0662
MedAE: 0.0579

TABLE VII. Risk Results For Software Components: DOM, Layout, and XUL That was marked as Excluded From The Bug Duplication Proposed
Model.

Priority types DOM
(Actual)

DOM
(After Excluding the related bug record)

Layout
(Actual)

Layout
(After Excluding the related bug record)

XUL
(Actual)

XUL
(After Excluding the related bug record)

No. of Fixed samples and acceptable by the machine 601 601 10 10 2017 2017
Duplicates categorized to WONTFIX records number 131 131 0 0 600 600
WONTFIX records number 216 216 0 0 1083 1083
Number of Duplicates samples 601 601 10 10 932 931
Last sample predicted of bug-fix time value (days) 0.05022792 0.01656917 -0.02291683 -0.00983587 0.0657157 0.09041004
Bug-fix time average value (days) 0.08361111 0.08361111 0.10185185 0.10185185 0.08341601 0.08341601

RD 57.73%
57.73%
(Excluded Bug is not within range) 0%

0%
(Excluded Bug is not within range) 83.44% 83.44%

RB 60.07% 119.81% -22.50% -9.65% 78.78% 108.38%
TR 58.90% 38.77% -11.25% -4.82% 81.11%% 95.91%

Evaluation criteria accuracy (Bug fix time prediction)

MAE: 0.0586
MSE: 0.0049
R2: 0.1208
MedAE: 0.0542

MAE: 0.0575
MSE: 0.0050
R2: 0.1090
MedAE: 0.0545

MAE: 0.0594
MSE: 0.0052
R2: 0.3550
MedAE: 0.0485

MAE: 0.0597
MSE: 0.0053
R2: 0.3386
MedAE: 0.0493

MAE: 0.0652
MSE: 0.0054
R2: 0.0293
MedAE: 0.0655

MAE: 0.0661
MSE: 0.0056
R2: -0.0052
MedAE: 0.0683

also means that the excluded bug record was not in range
to be included in the calculation.

5. Discussions
From Table IV, the proposed module gave low False-

positive values from 0.04% to 7.46% for all the three simi-
larity measures. The module succeeded to identify the bug
duplication record for the Javascript Engine for a maximum
of 98.2% precision percentage and the Widget component
for a maximum of 99.8%. The similarity percentage mea-
sure of the Widget component gave better results than the
Javascript Engine reaching more than 100% and giving
up to 233.3%. The Build Config software component gave
the highest of the lowest results with a 44.4% similarity
percentage across all of the three measures. The Graphics,
Layout, and Event Handling software components gave the
lowest similarity percentage and precision with 0% for both.

From Table V, the most of duplication values similarity
percentages are within 0% and 25% for all the software
components. Generally, the count will decrease as we go for
more percentage reaching up to 100% and more with the
exception of Javascript Engine, DOM, Widget, and Layout
software components. By showing that the count decreased
for a higher percentage, it means the module is able to
exclude a variety of false category types at below 50%

similarity percentage.

From Table VI and VII, the numbers of duplicated
bug records along with software risk results are illustrated.
The most values of total software risk among the software
components tend to increase since the total of duplicated
samples is decreased by the excluded bug record identified
by the module.

The TR value can reach up to 95.9% for the XUL
software component. The lowest TR value given is for the
Layout component reaching -4.82% because of minus RB
values predicted by the bug-fix time prediction module. The
risk values are only getting decreased from the actual risk
values for the components Event Handling and DOM.

6. Threats To Validity
Invalid words contained in some bug duplication records

such as technical expressions, alphanumeric variables, or
some module names are eliminated by the approach used
since they are not considered valid words. If these words
were considered, the accuracy results could be improved.
Furthermore, we have used a fixed Window size variable in
this work and by manipulating this value then more training
words can be taken and improve the results accuracy more.
In addition, the samples taken are selected to fit specific
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text comparison criteria, and by choosing different bug
text records, then accuracy rates could get improved [36].
Finally, the hardware limitation on the used bug-fix time
prediction study [28] has eliminated some records from the
calculation and could affect the final risk results obtained
with its bug-fix time value accuracy.

7. Conclusions
Two similarity measures have been proposed in this

study to identify bug duplication records using the
Word2Vec embedding approach with maximum precision
accuracy of 99.89%; compared to the work by Deshmukh,
J. et al. [20] to give a maximum of 90% accuracy. Fur-
thermore, we have used the data of bug-fix time, and bug
duplication to estimate the total software risk for specific
software components and analyze their relationship with
proposed automated bug duplication identification. We have
calculated software risk values per software component
where it shows 4 components of the selected dataset com-
ponents showed an increase in software risk giving 66%
percentage value when removing the duplicated related
bug from the dataset that includes the RD calculation.
This similarity detection proposed approach could be used
by other researchers to provide different techniques and
insights on Word2Vec text similarity methods to identify
bug duplication issues across bug reports.
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